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Protecting Children Online
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The Internet offers a near limitless range 
of information and resources for 
children of all ages, and introduces 
them to a new world of socialising and 
entertainment. It also brings risks, such 
as exposure to inappropriate content, 
online predators and personal 
information disclosure. Cyber safety is 
now more important than ever before.

Prime Minster Kevin Rudd plans to curb 
these threats by censoring the Internet; 
implementing a national Internet 
censorship filter. This plan met with 
immediate opposition with Google 
claiming that the Government’s cyber-
safety plan could also restrict material    
with “strong social, political and education 
value”.

But surprising results from a recent survey 
conducted by Microsoft Australia show 
that Australian parents aren’t taking 
adequate advantage of frontline Internet 
protection safeguards that already exist.
The Microsoft Australia survey found: 

Parental controls such as on the new 
Windows 7 permit users to restrict the 
websites that can be visited and the types 
of games and applications used, and set 
time limits on computer usage. It can also 
provide parents with an activity report of 
their child’s online behaviour to make it 
easier to monitor what they are doing 
online. Some argue that although parents 
can attempt to take action by banning, 
blocking or removing software at home, 
children could very well still find a way to 
access certain sites – therefore parents 
need to be aware of what their children 
are accessing, and how to deal with it.

The growing problem of cyber bullying 
has also prompted calls from schools for 
parents to learn how to use social 
networking sites such as Facebook. 
Children’s profiles should be set to a high 
security level regulating what personal 
information others can see. By becoming 
your child’s online ‘friend’ you are able to 
see how they are communicating and who 
they are communicating with.

DECS has developed guidelines for 
schools and preschools titled ‘cyber 
safety, Keeping Children Safe in a 
Connected World’. It provides information 
on access, security, passwords, 
appropriate behaviour and includes a 
cyber safety agreement. It can found be 
at www.decs.sa.gov.au

Online Safety Tips For Parents

(Microsoft Online Safety, 2010)
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65% of Australian parents do not take 
precautions when their children are 
online.
60% admitted allowing their children 
online without any supervision or 
restrictions. 
One in five parents say they have caught 
their children looking at unsavoury and 
inappropriate material.
Almost a third have found them chatting 
to strangers.
36% of parents discovered their children 
had downloaded software without 
permission.

12% had found their kids had handed 
out personal information.
Despite 60% of parents being aware their 
computer has parental controls, only a 
third of those surveyed used it to monitor 
their child’s Internet activity.
More than two thirds of parents admitted 
they only knew a handful of their child’s 
online friends, while 11% knew none.
Only 58% of households had the 
computer in a public area of the home.

Set clear rules as a family for Internet 
use at home. Teach your child to be 
responsible online with what they do 
and how they communicate.
Use family-safe tools to help filter           
the Internet and protect your children 
from offensive material and other     
online hazards.
Insist that your children do not share 
personal information such as their       
real name, address, phone number,       
or passwords.
Encourage open and positive 
communication with your children. Talk 
with them about computers and stay 
open to their questions and curiosity. 
Discuss online lives, friends and 
activities the same way you would do 
in the off-line world. 
Keep Internet-connected computers in 
an open area where you can easily 
supervise your kids’ activities.
Teach your kids not to download 
programs, music, or files without         
your permission. 
Ensure teenagers check with you    
before making financial transactions 
online, including ordering, buying, or 
selling items. Remind teenagers of the 
risks and that it is illegal for them to 
gamble online.

“65% of Australian parents do not take 
precautions when their children are online.”


